This Detail Drawing may not be altered or changed in any manner except by the City Engineer. It is the responsibility of the user to acquire the most current version.

**SHARROW (WHITE)**

**SHARROW NOTES:**
1. **ON STREET PARKING:** CENTER SHARROW 11.5' FROM CURB FACE.
2. **NO ON-STREET PARKING:** CENTER SHARROW 4.5' FROM CURB FACE.
3. **PLACE SHARROWS AFTER INTERSECTION,** 10 FEET PAST EXTENDED BACK OF WALK OR 25 FEET PAST EXTEND CURB LINE.
4. **SPACE SHARROWS NOT GREATER THAN 250 FEET**

GREEN PAVEMENT MARKING
GREEN PAVEMENT MARKINGS SHALL BE "PANTONE" COLOR PALETTE #375

**BIKE RIGHT TURN STENCIL (WHITE)**
CENTER MARKING WITHIN LANE WIDTH FOR PROPORTION DETAILS, SEE CURRENT VERSION OF STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS

**BIKE LEFT TURN STENCIL (WHITE)**
CENTER MARKING WITHIN LANE WIDTH FOR PROPORTION DETAILS, SEE CURRENT VERSION OF STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS